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Purpose
The purpose of this document is to detail the Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources (the department) requirements for determining when Biosecurity Containment
(BC) facilities, made up of multiple rooms or laboratories, can be approved as a single
Approved Arrangement (AA) site with one AA number or as separate AA sites.

Introduction
The department’s AA class requirements for BC facilities allows a room or laboratory to be
approved as an AA site for the purpose of research, analysis and/or testing of imported
biological material. Each facility uses a combination of physical structures, support facilities
and practices to provide containment to protect the environment external to the AA site.
The department may allow multiple separate rooms to be approved as a single AA site
provided requirements for BC are maintained and the rooms share a single containment
barrier.

Definitions
Definitions that are not contained within the Approved Arrangements Glossary, on the
department’s website, can be found in the Biosecurity Act 2015 or the most recent edition of
the Macquarie Dictionary.

Additional reference material
The following reference material contains information that relates to the application of this
document, they are available on the departments website:




applicable class requirements
Approved arrangements general policies
the co-location policy.

Principles for determining the approval options
To be eligible for approval as a single AA site all rooms must meet the requirements below.
If both requirements are not met the rooms must be approved as separate AA sites.

1. Unbroken biosecurity containment barrier
Rooms and/or laboratories must be within a single unbroken BC barrier. If access between
separate rooms or laboratories requires movement outside of the BC barrier then rooms
must be approved as separate AA sites.

2. The same BC level
The BC level must be the same for classes within the BC barrier. For example a class 5.2
laboratory and a class 7.2 room may be approved as a single AA site provided they are both
located in the same BC2 containment barrier. However a class 5.2 laboratory (BC2) and class
5.3 laboratory (BC3) cannot be approved as a single AA site as the BC level is different
between the two laboratories.
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Examples of multiple rooms approved as a single AA site
The following examples detail common situations where multiple rooms or laboratories can
be approved as a single AA site.

Two rooms with an interconnecting door
Both rooms have the same BC containment level and the door between the two laboratories
allows movement between the rooms without exiting the level 1 containment barrier. As a
result the facility may be approved as a single AA site or alternatively as two separate AA
sites.

Two rooms accessible by the same airlock
Access can only be achieved via entry through the air lock. Movement between the rooms is
permitted as the two facilities are of an equivalent containment level and access between
the two is possible without exiting the containment barrier. As such, the facility may be
approved as a single AA site or as two separate AA sites.

Two rooms accessible by the same airlock with an
interconnecting door
Access can only be achieved via entry through the air lock. Movement between the rooms is
permitted as the two facilities are of an equivalent containment level and is possible without
exiting the containment barrier. As a result the facility may be approved as a single AA site
or as two separate AA sites.
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Two rooms accessible by independent airlocks with an
interconnecting door
Access can only be achieved via entry through the air lock. Movement between the rooms is
permitted as the two facilities are of an equivalent containment level and access between
the two is possible without exiting the containment barrier. As a result the facility may be
approved as a single AA site or as two separate AA sites.
If single approval is granted the internal door must be equivalent to that on the door into
the class 7 room. Should separate approval be applied the internal door must be equivalent
in containment to that of the doors at the entry to each room.

Two rooms accessible by the same airlock with a connecting
stairwell
Access can only be achieved via entry through the air lock. Movement between the rooms is
permitted as the two facilities are of an equivalent containment level and access between
the two is possible via a stairwell within the containment barrier. As a result the facility may
be approved as a single AA site
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Examples of rooms which must be approved as separate
AA sites
The following examples detail common situations where multiple rooms or laboratories
cannot be approved as a single AA site.

Two adjacent rooms
These two facilities must be approved as separate QAPs as movement between the two
rooms is only possible after exiting the containment barrier.

Three different BC level adjacent rooms with interconnecting
doors
The three rooms can be accessed internally; however as the containment level of room 2 is
lesser than rooms 1 and 3 these facilities must be approved as three separate AA sites.
Approval cannot be granted across different BC levels and movement between the two BC 2
rooms cannot be achieved without exiting the level 2 containment barrier. The internal
access must be sealed at all times to a level maintaining the level 2 containment barrier for
rooms 1 and 3.
Room 1

Room 2

Room 3

BC2

BC1

BC2

Corridor

Corrid
or

Two adjacent rooms accessible by independent airlocks
Movement between the two rooms can only be achieved by exiting the containment barrier.
These two rooms must be approved as separate AA sites.
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